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 Hall on J uly 27, when the pleasing though somewhat
 arduous task of presenting the awards was gracefully
 fulfilled by the Countess of Kilmorey. The Principal in
 making his customary speech, referred in feeling terms to
 the loss sustained by the Academy and the musical world
 generally in the decease of Mr Goring Thomas, and stated
 that the memorial Concert recently given resulted in a
 profit of over £I,soo. Mr. Threlfall, in proposing a vote
 of thanks to the Countess of Kilmorey for her presence
 made special reference to the indebtedness of the Academy
 to the Earl Qf Kilmorey for the active interest he had
 sho+7vn in the Institution.

 AT Trinity College, London, the Tallis Gold Medal has
 been awarded to Marian Reynolds, the Gabriel Prize to
 Albert W. Ketelbey, the Benedict Exhibition to Eleanor M
 Shuttleworthl the Reeves Exhibition to Bertha Acworth
 and the College Violin Exhibition to Claude S. Fenigstein.
 At a special Examination for the Queen Victoria Scholar-
 shipe Albert W. Ketelbey, the late Queen Victoria Scholar
 was re-elected for the term of three years, the adjudicators
 being the Warden (Professor E. H Turpin), Professor
 Bradbury Turner, and Professor James Higgs.

 MESSRS. JOHN BRINSMEAD AN]3 SONS are about to rebuild
 their pianoforte show-rooms in Wigmore Street, and will
 OCCUPY IO4, New Bond Street as temporary premises till
 -the beginning of September next year.

 .

 REVIEWS

 Der Exdreivz in der Musik. Etn Ktitel to?1 der
 mmszkalischex Declambztion. Von Dr. Wilhelm Langhans.

 CLeipsig: F. E.. C. Leuckart.]

 IN this very interesting and thoughtfully written brochure
 the author deals with a subject which nearly concerns vocai
 composers generally, and dramatic composers, as well as
 translators of operatic libretti, in particular. '4 Thanks to
 the efforts of a number of eminent vocal masters, more
 especially of Richard Wagner," Dr. Langhans says in his
 preface, 'sthe time is happily long since gone by when
 Voltaire could, with some degree of justice, maintain that
 ' ce qui est trop sot pour etre dit, on le chante ' * and every
 cultured amateur rlow demands that in vocal music the
 poem should be in every way worthy of the melody wedded
 thereto. How far we are, nevertheless7 yet removed from
 this universally desired goal it is the cxbject of the present
 essay to show."

 The author refers in the first place, to some notable
 failures on the part of contemporary German translators of
 operatic libretti, on acsount, chiefly, of the more or less
 complete unsuitability of their verses to the musical setting
 from a declamatory point of view. " T here is but one
 light and proper course br the translator to pursue," he
 maintains in this connection, " which consists in the 7atmost
 regczrd beixg had to the i7tte7ltiozes of the contoser, and not
 a whit more to the author of the original book than may be
 practicable withovt detrione?.t to the music.' This is no
 doubt a perfectly sound maxim, as far as the ordinary run of
 libretti is concerned. Its application is, however, bound to
 undergo some degree of modification in those, as yet, rare
 instanceswherecomposer and librettist are united in the same
 individual; particularly if, as in the supreme instance of
 Richard Wagner, the librettist happens to be a genuine poet
 in whose most truly inspired moments the words and their
 characteristic melos are frequently conceived simultaneously.
 It was otherwise with that greatest of musicians the world
 has ever seen, Mozart, whose musical ideas crowded upon
 his mind in such superabundance that he sometimes but too
 eagerly seized upon almost the first libretto oSered to him, in
 order to graft upon it soIlle of the melodies which} as he
 Temarks in one of his charming letters to his ther, " have
 already been wandering about in my head for some time."
 Having to deal with indifferent books, he often treated the
 verses they contained with equal indiSerence. That such
 was actually the case} Dr. Langhans here demonstrates
 with admirable tact and judgment in quoting examples
 from the master's operas, especially that of " Don G;ovanni '>
 and concluding with a truly masterly analysis from the
 declamatory standpoint of the famous " Serenade " in that
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 opera? showing how both rAyme and YhYtAm of lEa Ponte's
 verses have been entirely ignored by what our author apt}y
 calls the " musical rhyme" (Musik-reim) and rhythm
 adopted by the composer. We regret that space
 does not permit us to refer at greater length to the
 author's interesting observations concerning the relations
 of rhJ,Jme in word-poetry to musical composition. We
 mllst content ourselves with warmly recommending to
 musicians and amateurs alike the perusalof the essay
 itself, the last published production of an accomplished and
 most competent pen, which has since been arrested by the
 death of him who so ably wielded it.

 Seed-Time axd Hclrvest. A Sacred Cantata. ByJohn
 E. West.

 Har7vest-Title. A Cantata br Harvest. By Hugh Blair.
 pSovello, Ewer and Co.]

 EACH succeeding year witnesses greater activity in the
 provision of sacred music suitable for special seasons, and
 that of harvest is now receiving remarkable attention, as a
 careful perusal of our advertising columns will show. Of the
 two Cantatas above-named, the first is the more important
 in scopet The words consist of selections from Scripture
 interspersed with hymns, in which it is suggested the
 audience or congregation should join, the whole being
 pervaded by the spirit of humble thanksgiving. Mr.
 West's score requires soprano and tenor soloists and four-
 part chorus, and the general style of the music is church
 like and dignified but melodious and never dull or tedious.
 Simplicity has, of course, been studied, but there is no
 suggestion of triviality, and while the Cantata is interes$ing
 it is within the nweans of any fairly well-trained church or
 chapel choir.

 Mr. Hugh Blair's work is for tenor and bass soloists
 chorus, and organ, or small orchestra, and is of less
 dimensions than that of Mr. West, occupying only thirty
 five pages in vocal score. The libretto however, is similar
 consisting of Biblical texts and hymns, and the composer
 states that an attempt has been made "to set forth not only
 the praise we owe to God fbr the blessings of harvest-time
 but also and this more particularly-to emphasise the
 spiritual lesson that should be learnt from the observance
 of this season. For this purpose ' the Parable of tbe Wheat
 and the Tares ' and references to sthe Resurrection, and
 Harvest of the World ' are employed." In the illustration of
 these thoughts, three leading motives, or as the composer
 terms them "attendant themes," are employed, but they
 are not sufficiently distinctive to need quotation. While
 never elaborate in detail, the music is modern in feeling
 Mr. Blair indulging freely in sudden changes of tonality
 though he wisely avoids polyphorly alike in the voice parts
 and the accompaniments. The impression left by a perusal
 of this virile little work is that the composer might employ
 his talents in wider directions, but this, of course, must only
 be taken as a suggestion. At any rate, we are at present of
 opinion that "Harvest-tide does not fully indicate the
 limits of Mr. Blair's ability.

 Sxite from the Mvszc io Shakesteares 4; Htzmlet." Com-
 posed by G. Henschel. (Op. 50.) Arranged as a Pianoforte
 Duet by Battison Haynes.

 [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 THE publication of this music in duet form will no
 doubt be hailed by many as an Qpportunity for reviving
 pleasant memories, but, beyond this,, will also most assuredly
 win for it troops o£ fIiends among those who have not been
 privileged to hear it on an orchestra, either in connection
 with the play, or as a Suite-the form in which it now
 appears. There are five movements entitled respectively
 " Prelude," " Ophelia,X' " Interlude and Pastorale,"
 ' Ophelia's Death," and " Danish March." The first of
 these is founded on three themes1 typifying-( I ), Hamlet's
 irresolution; (z), his longingfor action ? and (3), Ophelia. In
 the second movement the gentle, loving nature of Ophelia
 forms a " poetic basis " on which a structure full of beauty
 has been reared. The " Interlude " brings before us again
 the tragic conflict in the mind of Ha1nlet; and the
 " Pastorale " contrasts with this the placid indiSerence of
 Nature to the griefs of humanity. The following move-
 ment, practically a short funeral march, is an exquisitely
 beautiful lament for the " poor wretch'? whose "muddy
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 death " it commemorates. It is curious that the succession
 of notes forming the theme of this movement should occur
 also in an ancient Danish melody which Mr. Henschel
 has utilized as the Trio of the March which forms the
 concluding number of the Suite. If undesigned, this
 coincidence is remarkable; if intended, its cleverness is
 quite exceptional, for as regards rhythm the two have no
 similarity whatever. Whilst of course it is obvious that
 such poetically conceived music as this will need an
 orchestra for its full effect, the " Hamlet " Suite comes out
 surprisingly well on the pianoforte. This? no doubt,
 because it has been admirably adapted to the instrument
 but also we venture to think, because its merits lie in
 melody and harmony even more than in orchestral
 i; colourX7 Young composers will do well to take the
 hint.

 Novello's Octavo A ll thems, Nos. 394-40I .

 [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 THE first of this latest instalment of a valuable publica-
 tion is " I wi'l love Thee, O Lord," by Matthew Kingston
 and consists of a smoothly-written and church-like chorus
 followed by a verse in which some florid triplets occur in
 the accompaniment. The Anthem concludes with a
 vigorous chorus, extended to considerable length with
 eSective fugal passages. No. 395, 4' O Lord, Thou art my
 God," by Charles H. Lloyd, was composed for the London
 Church Choir Association Festival of the present year, and
 from its Iength and importance might almost be described
 as a Cantata. After an elaborate chorus, written in a free
 and modern style, we have a more fragmentary movement
 with declamatory passages, followed by the final chorus,
 Wh1Ch 1S discursive in character, the composer having
 resisted the temptation to introduce a formal fugue. Mr.
 Lloyd's Anthem is well worthy of a festival occasion, and
 will certainly sustain his reputation. No. 396 is Sir John
 Goss's brief but impressive Full Anthem, " I heard a
 Voice," concerning which criticism would be an imperti-
 nence. No. 397, " Jesu, Los-er of my soul," by Frederick
 Iliffe, is for men's voices only-that is to say? alto, two
 tenors, and bass and is appropriately simple and hymn-
 like in character. No. 398, " The Lord is my strength,"
 by S. Coleridge Taylor, is stated to be for Easter, but it
 would be suitable for any season. It is flowing and placid
 in character, and finishes with a choral. No. 399, "At
 the Lamb's high Feast," by the Rev. E. V. Hall, is of
 course, an Easter Anthem. It is throughout rhythmical
 and hymn-like, but each verse receives different treatment.
 No. 4oo, "Blessed City, heavenly Salem," by Arthur C.
 Fisher, is acheerful Anthem, unpretentious but decidedly
 pleasing. It needs a tenor soloist. The last on our list
 for the present is " Have mercy upon me," by James Shaw.
 It is for Lent, but it is by no means dismal in character
 and recalls Attwood's familiar Anthem "Turn Thy face
 from my sins," being also written for treble solo and
 chorus.

 Vortrcoge uber Akustik. Von L. A. Zellner.

 [Vienna and Leipzig: A. Hartleben.]

 WITH the publication, in two handy volumes, of the
 above series of lectures on acoustics, delivered at the
 Vienna Conservatorium, Herr Zellner, the General Secre-
 tary of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, has rendered a
 real service to intelligent musicians and musical students
 who-and their number is, we should think, not a few-
 desire some really profitable instruction in a science so
 intimately connected with their art. That art has, as may
 be inferred, been specially kept in view by the author,
 whose exposition moreover is throughout most lucid, and
 whose general treatment of his subject may be best
 characterised as popular without being superficial. Herr
 Zellner presents his most able digest of an almost over-
 abundant material under three principal heads-viz., I.
 *' Die physikalische Entwickelung des Ton-Materials";
 2. 44 Die Analyse der Klange und das Horen " and 3. 'S Die
 kunstlerische Verwendung des Ton-Materiaisl'' in all of
 which sections he succeeds in conveying, if not exhaustive
 instruction upon the matter dealt with, at least a sufficient
 preparatory knowledge and the requisite stimulus for the
 acquisition of more complete information. There exists, as
 far as we know, no similar work in the English language in
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 which the subject is so succinctly and popularly treated,
 with especial regard to its relations to music ss ax art.
 But the knowledge of German is fairly widespread nowa-
 days in this country, more particularly amongst musicians,
 and were it otherwise a work like the present should
 almost supply a sufficient inducement to aspiring students
 to acquire that knowledge. The lectures are further
 elucidated by over three hundred diagrams, as well as by a
 number of musical illustrations interspersed throughout
 the text, and the general get-up of the work reflects the
 highest credit upon the publishers.

 Novello, Ewer and Co.'s Alb?ms for Violin crnd Pia1z0-
 forte. Nos. 23 and 26. Six pieces by Rosalind F. Ellicott.
 Eight pieces by Ethel M. Boyce.

 [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 MISS ELLICOTT has long ago taken high rank among
 composers of the sex to which she belongs, and indeed
 it would not be difficult to show that in qualities usually
 regarded as peculiarly masculine her compositions are
 vastly superior to those of many male writers who
 have the public ear. The album of pieces now
 before us gives fresh proof of her powers, natural
 and acquired. An easy flow of graceful and expres-
 sive melody, refined taste, an excellent knowledge of
 effect and ample command of the resource which make it
 possible, are among the merits to be found in these well-
 contrasted pieces, which consist of a brilliant Prelude, a
 capital Polonaise, a broadly conceived Aria, a Ballades a
 Gavotte, and a very charming Romance. " Style " is
 needed for their adequate performance-otherwise they are
 of moderate difficulty.

 Miss Boyce's pieces are less ambitious than the fore-
 going shorter and altogether lighter in style. They, too,
 abound in musicianly touches that enhance the charm of
 the bright and tuneful strains supplied so plentifully by
 Miss Boyce's graceful muse. Their titles are as follows:
 " Berceuse," " Valse Caprice," " Adieu," " Aubade,"

 Mazurka," " Musette," " Reverie," " Alla Burla." Of

 these the " Aubade " and the three last-named will pro-
 bably find most admirers.

 S7fite from the Music {o Shakesteare's " Hewlry VIII."
 Composed by Edward German. Arranged for Pianoforte
 Duet by the Composer. [Novello, Ewer and Co.]

 THE recent issue of three dances from the music to
 " Henry VIII.," arranged for pianoforte solo, was duly
 noticed in these columns. We have now to direct attention
 to a four-hand arrangement, not only of the dances, but
 also of the Overture and four Preludes. There is a straight-
 forward character about the whole of this music, admir-
 ably in keeping with at least one side of the play. With
 Wolsey Mr. German has preferred not to deal. Perhaps he
 considered that no music could be got out of one so " fit
 for treasons, stratagems," and all the rest of it. The Over-
 ture is a vigorous and tuneful piece in the usual form, con-
 taining some good solid writing and a particularly graceful
 second subject. The first Prelude, entitled " Intermezzo
 Funebre, " undoubtedly marks a higher level than is reached
 anywhere else in the Suite. There is a simple dignity in
 the phrases and a sombre richness in their harmonic treat-
 ment that speak volumes concerning the young composer's
 familiarity with the deeper mysteries of his art. The
 Prelude to Act iii. is full of graceful, flowing melody; that
 to Act iv. is a brilliant and stately March, " popular," almost
 to a fault, in style; and that to Act v. is a i'Thanksgiving
 Hymn,'7 treated with appropriate breadth and simplicity.
 The three charming dances already noticed form an admir-
 able conclusion.
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 Cotllposed by Edward James Loder. Edited by William
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 of Loders best songs is an act of justice which will, we
 trust, be recognised as it deserves by all who take an
 interest in our treasury of national song. Over-production
 the disease which affects music no less than other branches
 of human activity, is responsible for much undeserved
 neglect; the new so constantly demands our attention that

 which the subject is so succinctly and popularly treated,
 with especial regard to its relations to music ss ax art.
 But the knowledge of German is fairly widespread nowa-
 days in this country, more particularly amongst musicians,
 and were it otherwise a work like the present should
 almost supply a sufficient inducement to aspiring students
 to acquire that knowledge. The lectures are further
 elucidated by over three hundred diagrams, as well as by a
 number of musical illustrations interspersed throughout
 the text, and the general get-up of the work reflects the
 highest credit upon the publishers.
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 possible, are among the merits to be found in these well-
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 of moderate difficulty.
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